
HDMI Troubleshooting for 

 

MODEL XG cable 

 

 

 
 

 



1) Connect the SOURCE and DISPLAY HDMI plugs to OUR main cable 

as described on the first video on this web link: 

 

https://shop.fibercommand.com/pages/irovf-xg-usbc-laser-tails-hdmi-setup-instruction-

manual 

 

 

2) Connect the HDMI plug marked DISPLAY to the TV or Projector HDMI INPUT 

 

3) Connect the HDMI plug marked SOURCE to the HDMI source OUTPUT 

 

4) Make sure both your HDMI source and TV or Projector are POWERED ON 

 

MOST IMPORTANT 

If the fiber HDMI PLUGS are not connected to TV/Projector and the Source 

OR 

the TV/Projector/Source are POWERED OFF 

 

The HDMI Plugs will be in STAND BY and no troubleshooting is possible 

 

 

5) Disconnect the AQUA COLOR FIBER OPTIC connector of the HDMI SOURCE PLUG from 

the main fiber cable 

 

6) Use your PHONE CAMERA with MAX ZOOM IN so you can see little details 

 

7) With your zoomed in phone camera CHECK / TAKE A PICTURE of the lights on the fiber 

connector of the source hdmi plug 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://shop.fibercommand.com/pages/irovf-xg-usbc-laser-tails-hdmi-setup-instruction-manual
https://shop.fibercommand.com/pages/irovf-xg-usbc-laser-tails-hdmi-setup-instruction-manual


8) You must be able clearly see 4 RED LIGHTS as on this picture 

 

If you SEE the 4 lights AS ON the picture here below, please proceed to STEP # 9 

 

      

 

If you see ONE Big Light, try to adjust the focus on your phone, and the zoom, as well tilt the 

fiber connector to take the picture properly. 

 

IMPORTANT 
a) Try to take a clear picture as above, so you can see clearly if there are 4 LIGHTS. 

 

b) If you see only one light, make sure you are using the HDMI plug marked SOURCE 

 

c) If you do not see any light, please check the USB-C connectors are inserted properly as 

explained in the video page link on first step of this guide here above, and your TV and 

source are connected to the HDMI plugs and powered on 

 



d) CHECK THE WHITE RECTANGULAR 7 PINS connectors on the main cable, BOTH SIDES, are 

properly connected, disconnect them and check the pins are all aligned and inserted, 

and NO PIN HAS BEEN PUSHED OUT SO IT CANNOT CONTACT 

 

e) If all is correct but no 4 lights, try another HDMI source such as APPLE TV, ROKU, DVD, 

BLURAY.  For this step DO NOT USE COMPUTERS / GAMING / MARIX / SWITCHERS / 

SPLITTERS / OTHER sources. 

If with another source you see the 4 lights then the non working source is not providing 

the standard HDMI 5 VOLTS and require an HDMI power injector you can purchase on 

our online store. 

 

f) If all is correct BUT you see less than 4 lights, your HDMI source plug is broken and must 

be replaced. 

Please contact our tech support providing the pictures of your connections and the 

lights so we can help you further. 

 

To receive the fastest support, we need these pictures. 

Without these pictures we cannot understand and help as quickly as we would. 

 

please send your message with pictures and/or video to 

 

SUPPORT@FIBERCOMMAND.COM 

 

We respond asap, max within 24 hours on regular USA business days 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9) If you seen the 4 Lights correctly on the HDMI source plug 

Then 

Connect the HDMI SOURCE Plug fiber optic connector to the Main Cable fiber optic 

connector using the fiber connector coupler as shown on the video at step #1 on this 

guide 

 

10) Go to the other side of the cable, 

Disconnect the FIBER CONNECTOR from the HDMI DISPLAY plug 

and check on the main cable AQUA COLOR FIBER CONNECTOR  

if you can see the SAME 4 LIGHTS as the picture you made at STEP#8 above 

on this guide 

 

If you see the 4 Lights same as on the pictures here below,  

please proceed to STEP #11 

 

  
 

 

 

 



IMPORTANT 

A) If you see some lights but not the 4 lights 

a1) You see less than 4 lights ( 3 or 2 or 1). 

The main cable AQUA COLOR Fiber connection might be damaged 

The cable must be replaced. 

 

B) If you do not see ANY lights  
 

b1) Please make sure your HDMI source and TV/Projectors are still On and 

connected as before ( not stand by ) 

 

b2) You connected the Fiber connector on the other side of the cable properly 

to the fiber connector of the main cable, using the fiber coupler as shown on 

the video on the step #1 above 

 

b3) check the USB-C mini connectors are properly inserted as explained in the 

video at STEP #1.  ARROWS STICKERS on the connectors must face the same 

side or it won’t work 

 

b4) Check the rectangular white connectors are properly connected and NO 

PINS HAVE BEEN PUSHED OUT SO IT CANNOT CONTACT WELL. 

 

If you cannot see any lights 

Then the cable has been CUT / Broken and must be replaced purchasing an new 

one. To cut our cables is very difficult as we use 12 strands of armored Kevlar 

inside. If this happens is probably due to a sort of “ BLADE or SHARP “ situation 

in your conduits such as a nail or a steel plate that can cut like a blade, ANY 

cable and ours. Unfortunately we cannot cover this with our warranty. 



  

11) Reconnect the HDMI DISPLAY PLUG to the AQUA COLOR MAIN cable fiber 

connector you just tested and seen the 4 lights correctly 

 

12) make sure your HDMI source is displaying something on its HDMI ( not black 

screen )  

 

13) Select the proper HDMI input on the TV/Projector with the remote control 

 

14) The picture should display 

 
15) If NO PICTURE is seen, please follow these steps: 

 

a. REDUCE the video resolution of your video source to HD. 

Some TVs or Display might not support 48 Gigabit ultra HD our cable does 

so it is better to start from the bottom format ( 1080P or 720p ) then when the 

picture is displayed, change the settings on the source to find the upper 

resolution limit and frame ration supported by the display. 

 

b. Move the source to the TV or PROJECTOR site then use a short COPPER HDMI 

CABLE not longer than 10 feet / 3 meters to test the same resolution. 

KEEP IN MIND: COPPER CABLE SPEED LIMIT IS 10 GIGABIT/S (4k@30) so the 

picture might be working AUTOMATICALLY DOWNSCALED By the negotiation 

between your tv and the source because the copper cable limit. 

BUT WHEN YOU USE OUR CABLE THERE ARE NO LIMITS, as our cable pass full 18 

gigabit/s (4k60) HDR10+ ( 48 gigabit/s HDMI 2.1 ) and 4K120 8K60 ( 48 gigabit/s) 

So 

If with an old copper cable the TV or Projector works, but cannot display with our 

cable, it is because the TV or Projector cannot handle the higher speeds. The 

solution is to reduce the format/resolution on the source, so you reach the limit 

of the TV or Projector. MANY TVs only does 4K30 4:4:4 8BITS, so to make 4K60 

the format must be set to 4K60 4:2:0 8 bit or the TV will not display. 

 

c. Email us the pictures and description above at support@fibercommand.com so 

we can check your connections, which devices and models you want to connect, 

and provide you further help 

 

mailto:support@fibercommand.com


 

Our tech support is here for you, work days  Mon-Fri 9 am 4 pm EST ( Fort Lauderdale ) 

Please contact us with the above information so we can help you asap 

Thank you 

 


